<b>Genesis 23. Abraham loses his free lunch.</b>

For as long as we've known the two to be together (Genesis 12), Abraham has always profited from having his wife. He used her to extort countless goods out of the Egyptian Pharaoh and Abimelech (and quite possibly more people) and became immensely rich. In Genesis 23, Sarah dies at the ripe old age of 127 years. She died at some place (that is, some place) in some land, all three (omitted on my part) names being critical (?) to the plot. As soon as she dies Abraham decides it's time to stop getting things for free from people, and tells the Hittites that he wants to buy burial grounds for her.

Buy?

Abraham, <i>buy?!</i>

Nonsense! (And this sentiment is not just my own; the Hittites share it with me.)

So either Abraham is so sad over Sarah the psycho bitch's death that he loses his marbles and sees the need to stop receiving things, or, in the absence of her psycho influence, gains some tiny shred of decency and decides to start being an upstanding member of society. Either way, his plan to pay for burial grounds triumphs over all and even though he is given a cave for free he ends up paying for it (for free). The power of capitalism triumphs even in the Bible!

This chapter is actually kind of amazing. It introduces the concepts of deeds and of currency. We've seen people have tents and riches before, but this is the first time someone's bought land. I guess technology is advancing along with the generations.

<b>Genesis 24. A doublet in disguise.</b>

Abraham decides he wants his oldest servant to find Isaac a wife from his clan. The idea here is clear: marry Isaac off to his half-sister so that he might run his own con business down in Egypt. Abraham furthermore tells his servant about his task of leaving his home country and how he can't allow his son to go back there.

Um, that all makes sense in a Bible sort of way, but why does the servant need to put his hand 'under' Abraham's 'thigh' in order to swear the oath?

Thighs are not wells, you know.

Anyway the servant (who for some reason remains nameless throughout this entire chapter, though he is its protagonist) arrives at Nahor and figures he should pray to God for success in finding a woman for Isaac. He does so, coming up with his own scenario in his mind for how the woman will react to a specific question. I don't know how general the original Hebrew was, but his little prayer seems a bit er... dependent on wording?

Rebekah finds him and he gives her stuff and she tells him that she is the daughter of Isaac's cousin. The servant decides that that's a bit distant (especially compared to siblings) but it'll have to do. She introduces the servant to her brother and the servant recaps—for the brother—everything that has happened so far in the chapter. Basically, it's the whole chapter... again. Right there. In quotes. Argh.

In the end, the servant secures Rebekah's family's blessing for her and Isaac (which includes some more nonsense about gates and enemies) and returns home where Rebekah and Isaac get married.

Funny how getting married and 'knowing' can comfort someone about their mother's death.

<b>Genesis 25. Abraham is far from done.</b>

So, in his waning time Abraham decides to get married again and has six more kids. He then dies, leaving everything to Isaac except some gifts that he gave to "sons of his concubines"—a phrase that begs the question, <i>how many kids did this man have?!</i> Before dying, he sends said sons of concubines east, 'away from his son Isaac' as if they're a threat to him. Maybe they are. You know, the whole Isaac getting everything thing. And maybe they were really numerous. Hell, Abraham could've fathered an entire army of bastard children for all we know. He had a lot of concubines and lived a lot of years.

In the end Abraham goes and gets buried up in the cave where he buried Sarah. And the Bible beats us over the head with this again and again. It's not good enough to evoke its name again, we need to say that it was near Mamre (previously mentioned), but that's not good enough either—let's say that it's in the field of Ephron (previously mentioned) but, just in case people don't know who he is, let's clarify and call him the son of Zohar (???)———oh wait, that won't clarify anything, so let's call him a Hittite. And then, because people don't remember that Abraham bought this field two (2!) chapters ago, let's say that he did. And finally—because no one liked Sarah and thusly no one payed attention to her burial place (more like, wait, she's dead? when did that happen?!!!?!?!) let's club it in one last time: <i>she's buried there</i>.

Ishmael, meanwhile, is fathering his own multitude down near Egypt, and being at odds with all his kin. Hurray for self-fulfilling prophecy.

Isaac is having less (or maybe more) fun because Rebekah is barren, a throwback to Sarah. I wonder why it never occurred to Abraham et al that if the women in their clan are naturally barren and you need to pray to get them to have kids, they should look elsewhere? The whole prayer thing seems like a chore, what with the emphasis on building altars and ... uh, prayer.

Eventually Isaac prays to God ('damn useless servant of my father, now I need to do this and it's my last resort') and Rebekah gets pregnant and with twins and they fight inside her. Because twins fight. In the womb. 

When they come out, the first is red (the red string in G38!) and the second is a deceiver (hurray, Abraham finally has a successor!) and Isaac loved the first (Ed) but Rebekah loved the second (Jake). One day Ed came to Jake from some food and got tricked into giving up his birthright. Down with primogeniture!

<b>Genesis 26. Beershefrikkinba—WHY</b>

The chapter starts with Isaac pulling a fast one on Abimelech in much the same way Abraham did, only the wedding of another man's wife was only potential and thus God did not plague anyone. Poor Abimelech, why does it always happen to him? Where did he go wrong?

Anyway Isaac says Rebekah is his sister, which is actually a lie, and ends up profiting big time off the Gerar(ians?). Eventually their cover is blown, because Isaac caressed his wife in full sight of Abimelech's window. Shameful Isaac is shameful.

Abimelech's reaction?

He blesses Isaac and gives him stuff.

WHY IS ABIMELECH SO WHIPPED?!

And now we see the return of the story about naming Beersheba and the oath and the well and the seven ewes and all the garbage that seemed so irrelevant back in G16, and it's still irrelevant, just more of it. And why do they keep naming and renaming Beersheba? And referring to it before it is named? And naming it after it's named? And if I see its name one more time, I very well might start ... uh, digging a well in something, like my bible.

Sidenote at the very end of the chapter, seemingly unrelated to everything else in it: Esau, at forty years of age (same age as Isaac when he married Rebekah) takes two Hittite wives, and makes his parents cry a little.

<b>Genesis 27. Downfalls of primogeniture and reward for deceit.</b>

Isaac is dying and he tells Ed go fetch. Some food. Rebekah sends Jake back to Isaac first because Jake is her favorite son. Jake tricks Isaac into thinking he's Ed and receives some blessing that is kind of extravagant, and that has two mentions of ruling over one's brothers. Ed in turn gets some 'blessing' about being subservient to his brothers. Here we see Rebekah being... well, just as psycho as her predecessor Sarah, though a bit less bipolar about it, and kind of evil and tricksy. 

Jake also strikes me as an unsavory character. True, in this chapter he is goaded into tricking his brother by his mom, but a couple chapters ago he screwed Ed over for no reason, just because he could.

Ed swears he will kill Jake and Rebekah tells Jake to go away so as to not be killed. Then she makes some comment about how Hittite women make her feel like life isn't worth living. THESE HITTITE WOMEN HAVE LEFT ME IN DESPAIR, etc. Why are all the women so far—with the -possible- exception of Eve—totally off their rockers?

<b>Genesis 28. Suddenly, verses and faith</b>

Isaac calls for Jacob and blesses him. This seems wrong and redundant and weird because Isaac already blessed Jacob (accidentally) and then Jacob ran away. I guess this is an alternative telling, or a fairly different doublet. There is no mention of trickery here, just Jacob receiving a blessing and leaving for his mother's family because he's supposed to inter-marry again. 

Now I know we're supposed to take the bible as one, or something, and comprehend it with all its parts together, but uh. No, that doesn't quite work. The doublets in this case completely change how we are supposed to see Jake. Is he a lying son of a bitch or is he merely obeying his father?

Edom decides it's time to accept that his parents are disgusted with his wives, so he marries one of Ishmael's daughters. Hurrah for polygamy. Something that, by the way, if not 100% detested by the person you're voting for in the next election, will get you sent straight to Hell.

Jake has a dream en route somewhere, and in it God tells him the same thing he's been telling everyone lately: I will make your descendants a multitude." Upon waking, Jake realizes that holy crap, GOD EXISTS AND IS GOD. And promises God that he will worship him if he is indeed God. 

I find it funny that people are still only just discovering God and making pacts this late in. Didn't Abe take care of all of this back in G12? It's kinda ridiculous that we see the same thing again and again—and it's not particularly interesting, the fifth time. It's not a doublet because these are different stories. Is it the legendary type scene we were told of in school? Probably, if my understanding is correct.

And if it is, then maybe there's something wrong with my emotions toward the text, because the use of redundant themes again and again and again, rather than unifying the text, makes it seem all the more disconcerting.
